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“We want each of you to show this same diligence to the very end,

in order to make your hope sure.” — Hebrews 6:11
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Feelings And Emotions

Compassion, fear, anger, happiness, vengeance, hostility, jealousy, loneliness,
regret, sorrow, love, gratitude, guilt, restlessness, frustration, compassion — how
many of these feelings and emotions are appropriate for Christians to experience?
Should a “good” Christian never experience some of those feelings listed above?
If you were to separate acceptable feelings from unacceptable feeling, which ones
would be in which column? Suppose we rated each of those emotions or feeling
listed above on a scale from 1 to 5 with 1 being never appropriate for a good
Christian; 2 being seldom appropriate; 3 being sometimes appropriate; 4 being
often appropriate and 5 being always appropriate for a good Christian? Do you
think that would be a fairly simple task to complete or would it be rather difficult?

Where do feelings come from? They come from 3 sources — from God — from the
Devil — and from the inner workings of our mind such as personality, temperament,
disposition, emotional hang-ups, scars from damaged emotions of our past and
things of that nature. Of course, ultimately we could probably say that all of
that comes from God since God created even the angel that became the Devil.
But for sake of helping us to understand some of the differences, we’re going to
say they come from the 3 sources listed above.

We don’t have enough space here to address each one of these feeling or emotions
so were going to zero in on just one of them that, in our opinion is often misun-
derstood in context with the Scriptures.

Which of the ratings above would you have given anger? — A 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5?
Would you have listed anger in the “acceptable” column or the “unacceptable”
column? Do you view anger as a negative or a positive feeling or emotion?

We know that Jesus felt and displayed anger. Mark 3:1-5 includes the phrase
“he [Jesus] looked around at them in anger...” We could also probably assume
that Jesus reacted with anger when he made a whip out of cords and overturned
the tables of the money changers and the benches of those selling doves in the
temple. (John 2:13-17). So we surely can’t say that anger is always unacceptable
or we would be saying that there was a great flaw in the divine character of
Christ — and we know that isn’t the case. The Bible also speaks of the anger of
God over 350 times. So we should recognize that feeling or displaying anger
does not necessarily make us any less of a Christian than it made Christ any
less of a perfect Savior for us.
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ability to experience many feelings and emotions. Some can be used for good
purposes even though we sometimes think of them as a bad thing. We’ve seen
that demonstrated in the case of anger. It isn’t always wrong to be angry.

“The person who cannot feel anger at evil is a person who lacks enthusiasm
for good. If you cannot hate the wrong, it’s very questionable whether
you really love righteousness.” (David Seamands)

In our current culture, there are many things that should stir feelings of anger in the
heart of every Christian. For example: At least six States have legalized homosexual
marriage and at least 3 more are expected to do so in the near future; Colorado
recently enacted the most hostile homosexual law against Christians in American
history. SB 200 forbids publication of most Christian teaching on homosexuality.
Christian pamphlets and books against homosexual marriage, adoption, etc., are now
illegal in Colorado; Homosexual activists and radical judges are working diligently
to criminalize the Christian faith all over this Nation; New Age Meditation is
the central focus of a school in Fairfield, Iowa; Well over 50,000,000 babies have
been killed since abortion was legalized in the Supreme Court’s Roe vs. Wade
decision in 1973; In March of 2008, the University of Virginia’s student paper, The
Cavalier Daily, ran a cartoon depicting a naked man smoking a cigarette in bed.
Standing beside the bed, a woman in her underwear buttons up her shirt and asks,
“Come on God, be honest — Did you really get a vasectomy? I can’t let Joseph
find out about this.” The man replies, “Well, Mary, you’re f-                    .  * If
this doesn’t stir feelings of anger in the heart of a Christian, then he or she
surely can not love righteousness!

“‘Be angry, and do not sin:’ do not let the sun go down on your wrath” (Eph 4:26
NKJV). Jesus displayed anger yet He was without sin. We should not pray that our
anger be eradicated — rather — pray that it be directed toward motivating us to
have the courage to call sin “sin” and to put on the full armour of God and stand
against the wiles of the devil (Eph. 6:24). Jude 1:3 tells us to contend earnestly for
the faith. That may sometimes require that we react with righteous anger and
make the most of every opportunity we have to demonstrate that we too, as
Jesus was, are consumed with zeal for serving God and being pleasing to Him.

“My zeal has consumed me,
Because my adversaries

have forgotten Your words.”
(Psalm 69:139  ASB)

*Web links to the Cavalier Daily at the University of Virginia will be provided upon
request to substantiate the accuracy of our reference to the cartoon mentioned above.
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Read it again —  slower this time — “Reason for conviction should accompany
force for correction.” That’s why Jesus’ anger wasn’t sinful. He was able to take
action to correct the evil going on in His Father’s house because the reason for
His conviction was based on love for His Father and His Father’s house.

Make no mistake — not all anger is positive or acceptable. Neither does the reason
for the conviction always authorize forceful correction. Mankind has a tendency
to justify his actions — even when those actions may not be appropriate for the
circumstances or situation. We mentioned earlier that feelings come from three
sources — God, the Devil and our own minds. We also have discussed that
Jesus’ anger came from a deep conviction to what was right and pleasing to His
Father. So His anger was part of His perfection. He had a righteous reason to be
angry — a passionate conviction to what was right and good. That isn’t always
the case with us. We must guard against being deceived into thinking our anger is
righteously motivated when in fact it is coming either from Satan or from the
workings of our own minds. Anger that is from a source other than God is frequently
mixed with unloving elements. Elements such as hateful speech, loss of control or
sometimes even a desire to hurt another person physically or emotionally. If we
look very closely at John 2:13-17 we might be able to extrapolate substantiation
for this point from those verses. Close scrutiny shows that Jesus was careful to
not mix unloving and destructive elements with His actions. Notice that the
verses clearly state that He drove the cattle and sheep out of the temple with His
whip and He turned over of the tables scattering the money but He used a different
approach with those who were selling the doves. He forcefully told them to get
their doves out of the temple — He didn’t open the cages and drive them out.
We can only speculate as to why He might have done that but it could have
been out of love and compassion for those individuals. How’s that? Well, the
money changers could gather their coins from the floor and the cattle sellers
could collect their cattle and sheep from outside the temple and still have their
livelihood (outside of the temple) — but that would not be so with those who
were selling the doves. Had Jesus released them into the air, they would have
been gone forever. Since the Bible doesn’t tell us why Jesus handled the dove
sellers differently, we might be stretching a bit to make that point but it does
provide food for thought as to how righteous anger may differ from anger that
stems from one of the other sources. At the very least, we should see from these
incidences involving the anger of Jesus that it’s not the feelings or emotions that
are sinful, it’s the way we use them that can be sinful.

A wise man once said: “Great love or great hatred can only exist in the presence of
great concern.” Another way we might say this is that we react with intense feelings
and emotions because we care and have concern for something or someone.
That is of course a good thing. We should have concern for people as well as
some things — and it is that very concern that causes us to experience many of
the feeling and emotions listed on the first page. God created humans with the

We sometimes think of anger as being the opposite of love when in fact it is
sometimes the result of love. We’ve already mentioned the account of Jesus turning
over the tables of the money changers but let’s look a bit closer at that story.

“When it was almost time for the Jewish Passover, Jesus went up to
Jerusalem. In the temple courts he found men selling cattle, sheep and
doves, and others sitting at tables exchanging money. So he made a whip
out of cords, and drove all from the temple area, both sheep and cattle;
he scattered the coins of the money changers and overturned their tables.
To those who sold doves he said, ‘Get these out of here! How dare you
turn my Father’s house into a market!’ His disciples remembered that it
is written: ‘Zeal for your house will consume me.’” (John 2:13-17  IV)

Notice that the last verse reveals that His disciples understood why Jesus reacted
in such a way that might have seemed a bit unusual to His character. In recalling
Jesus’ words, they realized that He had a valid reason for His anger as well as for
His actions. He loved His Father’s house so much that when He saw what was
going on in it, He decided to expose His inner feelings. The devotion and fervor
that He had for it literally consumed Him — or as the King James Version says
“The zeal of thine house hath eaten me up” (Psalm 69:9 ) — and He reacted by
showing anger — godly anger that was motivated by a passionate love for the
house of His Father. In this example we can without doubt say that Jesus’ feeling
and His display of what surely appeared to be anger, did indeed come from God.
Christians should be neither embarrassed nor silent when they find themselves
angry at some of the things going on in our world today. Anger can pull a
wagon full of love when it motivates Christians to expose deeds of darkness.

“Have nothing to do with the fruitless deeds of darkness, but rather
expose them. For it is shameful even to mention what the disobedient do
in secret. But everything exposed by the light becomes visible, for it is
light that makes everything visible. This is why it is said: ‘Wake up, O
sleeper, rise from the dead, and Christ will shine on you.’ Be very careful,
then, how you live — not as unwise but as wise, making the most of
every opportunity, because the days are evil.” (Eph. 5:11-16  IV) 

These verses tell us that we should make the most of every opportunity and
expose deeds of darkness. So if we as Christians, fail to feel enough anger to
motivate us to take some sort of action when we see deeds of darkness in our
society, might we conclude that the lack of anger in those situations is possibly
from the Devil? When Christians allow themselves to be seduced by Satan into
believing that it’s not “loving” to feel enough anger to call sin “sin” they no
longer have a reason to tell anyone what it was that Christ did for us by dying
on the cross. When evil no longer stirs up anger in the hearts of  believers, their
hearts have been captured by Satan. Christians have a reason to be angry in certain
circumstances just as Jesus had a reason to be angry about the money changers
operating in His Father’s house. In his commentary, Matthew Henry states:
“Reason for conviction should accompany force for correction.” What’s that?
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